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*Want to be our featured cover  artist? Download the Create Along with Polymer clay TV app for 
your phone or tablet and send us a Clayfie! 
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It’s all about connection! 
We all need and crave connection and this time of year it is on our minds. We are heading into the holidays, a 
time when many people are thinking of family and friends, getting gifts and treats ready to share, and in some 
cases thinking of loved ones who have moved on and are missed. 

With so much “news” out there reporting scary or disconcerting world events, it is so important to remember 
the good and connect with 
others who share our 
passions. 

We are just back from our 
Polymer Clay Adventure 
in Paradise Art Retreat. 
Some time in 2016 (wow a 
long time ago!) we got the 
silly idea to host a luxury 
polymer clay retreat in a 
big mansion on the beach. 
It all came together in a 
flurry of excitement, 
learning, activity, and of 
course- the connection we 
are talking about. Read 
more about it in the 
following pages.  
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She Wears Sea Shells- the caddies we made in Lisa Renner’s class. 

If you are interested in a similar class, Lisa is teaching at the  
Art & Soul Retreat in Portland, OR in February.
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A Dream Come True… 
An important part of our mission statement is to encourage the building up of other polymer clay artists’ 
success and to help however we can. We do this by introducing instructors to students around the world at 
Polymer Clay Adventure, and now… introducing Artist Designed Collections of tools at CreateAlong.com! Our 
first collection was created by long-time polymer clay artist Tejae Floyde. This is her brand new exclusive tool 
collection including a texture sheet, silkscreen, cutter set, transfer images, stencil, and 1” round rubber stamps. 
It is called Secret Garden. Enjoy! 

Find these tools at this link.  

Are you an artist interested in designing your own product line? Get in touch! 
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Sarah, the Pack Mule and the Octopus 

Written by Syndee Holt 

1989.  That’s the year that Sarah Shriver began working in polymer clay full time. She still lives in the 
Bay area of California and she is still working in polymer clay full time.  Imagine, 28 years of clay full 
time!

Back to the beginning.  Sarah was working in a fabric store in the 
Haight District (as in Haight-Ashbury). She recalls, “I was trying to 
be a seamstress.  I liked sewing and dying and I loved textiles.  By 
the time I sewed my 99th sleeve on backwards, I realized that I 
wasn’t going to make a living as a seamstress- I could make 
elaborate things, but not correctly.”

Her manager at the fabric store used to have dinner parties to help 
her staff learn a particular technique, like dying cloth…or polymer 
clay, “One night she 
tossed some old 
bars of Fimo on the 
table.  I had seen 
Urban Tribe’s work 
and I was intrigued 
to try to make simple 
tribal beads.  Then I 
saw glass millefiori 

and I had to start trying to make more and more intricate 
patterns.”

Art buttons for fabric were her early venture. “Art 
buttons were taking off and I was good friends with the 
art button distributors for our store, so I started making 
art buttons and that got me started on a steady income 
that I could build on,”she recalls. Sarah was featured in 
the polymer clay bible, The New Clay, in 1991 (She 
says, “THAT was fortunate!”) “It was a pretty small 
crowd that knew about polymer clay, so I sold a lot just 
based on novelty. The craft shows were everywhere 
during that time and even though you wanted to spend 
the time and energy to make something refined, you 
made more money when you made crap for $18.”

And today? She explains her market very well, “Now it’s people coming specifically looking for 
handmade craft and willing to pay for what they perceive to be an excellent example. But you kind of 
have to do it all.” She had some advice for those of us who try selling our work at shows, “If I don’t 
sell something in like 2 shows I USED to think it’s not a success.  I’m learning to sit tight and wait – it 
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might take 3 shows.  They may not sell right away, 
be patient and let it sit there until the right person 
comes along.”

We talked about how other clay artists can find their 
way in polymer design, “Try to find your own voice, 
try to tap into your own direction. Especially in 
caning, it’s so fingertip sensitive so it’s easy to put 
your own signature on your work.   Watch your 
construction, build an image element by element, 
building negative space.”

I asked Sarah about what tools she uses and what 
her immediate table looks like. Surprisingly, she 
doesn’t use very many tools, “I’m not a very tool 
person.  I just need a 5-inch blade, a work surface, 
and a pasta machine.  People give me tools, some 
stick, some don’t. I do love those Clay Shapers 
though.”

What about her mental tools? “I just look at what I 
like and I’ve always been inspired by textiles.  A subdued, softer palette.  I let whatever is happening 
influence me.  I just read the book “The Soul of the Octopus” so I made an octopus cane.  I’m a good 
pack mule, not a race car driver or skier, I can just keep going at a steady pace. Just keep moving at 
my pace. She tries to put in about five hours a day at the clay table, but all the peripheral things, like 
social media and class preparation, take another big chunk of the day, thereby creating many ten-
hour days (with holidays pushing it to 12 hour days).

She is still working on integrating all these things into a functional schedule, “Body? What Body?”, 
she laughs. Her partner gets her out moving with yoga, hiking and movies, “We live the in the wine 
country, so we are all about the hikes and the wine and being outdoors.”  

 “I kind of allowed myself in the last couple of years to not stress about the money and allow myself to 
pull out and turn over stones.  Things move organically and change in your mind and 

reflect in your work and you may not even notice a shift until a friend says Oh, this is new for you!.” 
 She continues, “I work in a really specific way, learning to look at color and see relationships.  It 
takes practice to look for it. I’ve spent the last two years messing around with shapes and 
metalsmithing classes, but I haven’t had the successful outcome that I have with polymer clay. I really 
take a lot of time looking at other things that relate to clay.” (I’ve seen some of her wire integration 
work and it’s amazing.  It evokes STRENGTH).

Sarah almost didn’t even go into art, “I was walking on a line between architecture and art. I still love 
my graph paper.  I’ve designed my own kitchen and three bathrooms for friends. “I love to make a 
small space look large with tons of storage and looks twice as big.  But I’m really, really slow”, she 
laughs.

She also used to make doll furniture and Christmas wreathes!  And if that isn’t enough, I can tell you 
from firsthand experience this summer that the woman is AMAZING at telling the long joke, 
mesmerizing a group of clay artists repeatedly (and you know we can be like herding cats – 
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absolutely no focus) and she even graced us with a beautiful a cappella version of a song from the 
heyday of the rock era.

Sarah is one of those people who is simultaneously a throw-back to a unique art/cultural rich era and 
the present day, while helping to shape the future of our funky little art of polymer clay. If you ever 
have the opportunity to take a class with her, do NOT hesitate – her influence will not only live at your 

clay table but in your soul as well. 
I’m a total Fan Girl!

Visit Syndee Holt for more fun stuff 
here at her blog:   https://
synssculpeyblog.wordpress.com/  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Polymer Clay Adventure in Paradise Art Retreat 
27 friends gathered in the Outer Banks of North Carolina directly on the beach 
for 4 days of fun, learning, discovery, and frivolity. 

For over 10 years, we, Ilysa Ginsburg and Kira Slye have been broadcasting and blogging as PolymerClayTV. 
We have gathered fans and friends along the way, having many conversations via email, Facebook, and 
sometimes on the phone. Once in a rare while we have met one of these friends in person at a CHA event or 
guild sponsored retreat. As we have built the various parts of our online “empire” our opportunities to connect 
with people around the world have only increased.  

When we announced that we would host a real-life art retreat, we were out of beds in a mere 36 hours! We were 
absolutely THRILLED to see that the names of many of the attendees were ladies we had been interacting with 
for years online, and now we would have the amazing opportunity to meet in person.  

Our guest teachers Lisa Renner and Syndee Holt have been with PCA since the beginning in 2015. What a treat 
to be able to meet in real life to strengthen the bonds of camaraderie and friendship.  
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The retreat began with greeting everyone on Monday night, Oct 23. We had travelled north from Miami, south 
from Canada, west from California, and all over the United States! We were tired and snacked on sandwiches 
and wine… and a couple of us took a dip in the hot tubs!  

Tuesday morning we dove right in with a kaleidoscope caning class with Ilysa. It was amazing- every single 
cane created in the class was different, and every single one came out beautifully. There were no smushed 
designs, and many of us shared slices of our cane with each other around the room.  

 

We had made up little wooden planters as a keepsake. They had a channel in the edge for us to embed clay. 
Here’s Syndee’s photo of a whole bunch of them together on the baking sheets. 
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Tuesday night we went out for a seafood extravaganza. We dressed up and caravanned around the corner to a 
buffet spread with all kinds of seafood, veggies, desserts, and more. It was great fun and everyone enjoyed their 
meal. Then it was back to the house for more clay! 
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Sculpey sent us the clay for the event- and luckily, we had expert Sculpey Ambassador Syndee with us to show 
us some fabulous techniques. Some of her demos are posted on the PolymerClayTV Facebook page for you to 
watch and learn. 

She showed us a Faux Raku, Mokume Gane, and tricks 
with the Bakeable Liquid Clay Clear- which everyone got 
to leave with as a gift! 
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Wednesday we spent all day with Lisa learning how to combine seashells, polymer clay, and some mixed media 
elements to create these wonderful tins. It was simply incredible to see how everyone in the room received the 
same instructions and materials and used the same face molds, and created completely different art. Each and 
every piece created was totally different! Now that’s imaginations at work. 
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Thursday was mask-making day with Kira. She taught everyone how to create a mask out of polymer clay that 
will actually fit your own face. At our Mermaid Masquerade on Friday night, everyone wore them and we had a 
blast. The imaginative creativity that flowed in the making of the costumes was incredible!  

Check out the mermaid flipper slippers that Ilysa had made for the event. This was SERIOUS!  
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We had a beautiful, relaxing time. The weather was close to perfect, the house and view were fabulous, the food 
and help was fantastic, and the friendship was flowing. Till we meet again, wonderful ladies!  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THE POLYMER CHEF 

Miniature Thanksgiving Feast 
The Polymer Chef
by Suzanne Ivester
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This month is November, and that means one thing--Thanksgiving! So I’m departing from the usual 
recipe format to share a tutorial for a miniature holiday feast,. It includes a turkey, cranberries, 
vegetables, a pumpkin pie (of course), and a sideboard to serve everything on. The project is in the 
1:12 scale, which means that 1 inch equals 1 foot. This is standard for adult collectors, although 
children’s toys are usually larger.

Exercise your own creativity: you don’t have to do everything exactly as I have. After all, Thanksgiving 
dinner is a tradition we all share, but everyone has his or her own favorite recipes! 

Materials needed:

2 pkgs. (4 oz.) gray granite Premo! Sculpey® clay and small amounts of  green, white, pomegranate 
red, ecru, yellow, and copper
Sculpey® Bake & Bond
6” cloth ribbon, 1” wide
White and burnt umber acrylic paint
Various metal or glass beads

1. To make the sideboard table

A. Open one packet of gray granite clay; you don’t need to condition it. Cut off one of the four 
bars that make up the 2-oz. packet. Cut it in half lengthwise and then do the same again. This 
will give you four rectangular rods approximately 1/4” on each side. Trim them so they all look 
even, and then cut them all 1/12” long. 

B. Condition the remaining gray granite clay and roll it to thickest setting of your pasta machine 
(#1), cut it in half and stack the sheets. Cut one rectangle 5” x  1 1/2” rectangle and two 1 1/2” 
squares.

C. To add details, roll gray granite to medium thickness (#4) and cut four 1 1/2” squares, then 
cut a smaller square out of the center of each. These will go on each end of the rectangular 
front panel and on each square side panel. Inside the cutouts, impress vertical lines. Cut three 
long thin rectangles from the thin sheet to make drawers down the center front of the 
sideboard. Choose 5 round metal or glass beads to be the cabinet knobs and drawer pulls, 
and press them in place using a drop of Bake & Bond to hold each one.

D. To make the top of the sideboard, roll a fairly thick (#2) sheet of gray granite somewhat 
larger than 5 x 1 1/2. and put it on a piece of plain white paper that you can bake on. Now 
place the front and sides on top of this clay sheet, with the forward edges of the square sides 
meeting the back of the front panel at right angles. Press the sides and front firmly down on the 
top sheet, and trim the top sheet flush with the sides. Finally, cut a thin sheet of clay to fit the 
back of the piece and press it into place against the back edges of the side panels and the top 
sheet.

E. Now you’re ready to bake the sideboard. The front and side panels are thick enough to 
stand up in the oven without extra support, and the legs can be baked lying down. When the 
pieces are cured and cooled, glue on the legs. 

F. If you like the granite look, you can leave it just as it is. But to create the rustic effect shown 
here, paint the surface with white acrylic paint and wipe it off with paper towels before it dries. 
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After the white is dry, put a dab of burnt umber acrylic paint on one of your clean-up wipes and 
rub it lightly over the surface. As a finishing touch, add a table runner made from a piece of 
cloth ribbon and glue it down with white glue.
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2. To make the platter, plates, and garnishes:

A. Cut a small oval from white clay rolled to #2. Place this in the center of a larger white oval 
rolled to #4. I drew around the edge with a blue marker, but this is optional. Fold the sides of 
the larger oval up around the smaller one to create the lip of the platter. 
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B. Make the plate for the cranberry sauce the same way, but 
it should be smaller and round. You’ll use a similar method to 
make the bowl for the vegetables, the pie crust, and pie plate.

C. Blend green and white clay but leave it streaky. Roll it to a 
very thin setting. Cut irregularly shaped pieces with a wavy 
blade and position them around the sides of the platter to put 
the turkey on.  

3. To make the turkey:

A. Blend two parts copper clay with one part ecru. Roll it into 
a ball and then an oval shape about 1 x 3/4 x 3/4”. The oval 
should be narrower at one end than the other.

B. Cut two small torpedo shapes for the wings and position them at the bottom sides of the 
wider end of the body.

C. Roll two long cone shapes for the legs and thighs, then bend them at a sharp angle and 
position them on the narrower end of the body, with the ends of the drumsticks almost touching 
and extending out from the end of the body.

D. Dust the surface of the turkey with brown or copper embossing powder, mica powder, or 
pastels to make it look roasted to perfection.
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4. To make the cranberry sauce:

Roll a small sheet of pomegranate red clay at the thickest setting 
(#1). With a small cutter, cut circles about 3/8” in diameter. Arrange 
them in an overlapping pattern on the round plate. Garnish with 
small sprigs of the greens from the turkey platter

5. To make the vegetables:

Use some of the green and white clay you blended to make the 
garnishes. Roll it in a ball and flatten it on the bottom. Place it on a 
larger round circle (with a blue stripe if you like), and pull the sides up to form a bowl. Press the 
point of a retractable ballpoint pen (with the ball retracted!) into the green dome to create a 
texture like peas. Place a tiny pat of yellow butter on top.

6. To make the pumpkin pie:

A. Roll a piece of copper clay into a ball and press it into a patty 
about 1/8” thick. Cut it with a 3/4” round cutter. 

B. Roll ecru clay to a fairly thin setting (#6), cut a slightly larger circle 
than the pie and pull it up around the sides to form the crust. Then 
make a very thin ecru snake long enough to go around the edge of 
the pie and press it against the edge in a pattern like the edge of a 
piecrust.

C. Create a pie plate the same way you made the bowl for the 
vegetables.

D. Roll very small white balls of clay and position them around the edge and in the center of 
the pie. Press them with the pen point (as you did with the peas) to give them the texture of 
whipped cream.
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7. To make the candles:

Find two decorative metal tube beads with fairly large holes to 
serve as candle holders. Roll a snake of white clay the thickness 
of the candle you want and taper the end to fit into the bead hole. 
Place a small yellow glass bead on a short head pin and insert it 
into the top of the candle to form a flame. 

8. Finishing:

Now you can bake the turkey, cranberry sauce, peas, pie, and 
candles. When they’re cured and cool, position them on the 
sideboard however you like and glue them down with 
cyanoacrylate glue.

This may seem like an ambitious 
project because it has so many steps 
and parts, but they’re all fairly simple 
and lots of fun. I really enjoy making 
miniatures because it feels like play. I 
hope you’ll try it, and I’d love to see 
what you make!

Visit Suzanne, The Polymer Chef, today for more fun stuff: 
http://thepolymerchef.blogspot.com/  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Lalique Inspired  
Polymer Clay Pendant 

by Cindi McGee

An exquisite molten glass piece created by French glass designer René Lalique, which was on 
display on the Orient Express, was the inspiration for this unique polymer clay pendant.  The colors 
and details translated beautifully bringing the art off the wall and onto a fashionable accessory.
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Materials: 

Note:  This project was designed with Makin’s Clay®, 
which is a no-bake polymer clay.   However, the same 
instructions would work fine with your favorite brand of 
oven bake polymer clay! 

Makin’s Clay® - Black, Olive, Straw, Light Adobe, 
Adobe Brown, Persimmon, Terra Cotta 
Makin’s® Leaves Push Mold
Clay Roller
60mm Round Clay Cutter
Makin’s Professional® Ultimate Clay Extruder®             
- Multi-hole Disc #3
Plaid®  Apple Barrel® Colors - Antique Parchment, 
English Ivy Green
Beacon 527 Adhesive™
Gold 5mm end caps, gold jump rings  
Gold toggle closure
Black cording
Scissors, jewelry pliers 

The inspiration piece designed by René Lalique      

Instructions:

Tip:  If you do choose to create this project with Makin’s Clay® instead of oven bake polymer clay, it 
completely air dries in about 24 hours.  Once clay is removed from original packaging, store in zipper 
bag with moist towelette or damp paper towel to ensure it remains fresh.

Roll black clay to approximately 1/4” thick.  

Roll tube of straw clay and insert into extruder with multi-hole disc.  Extrude strands of clay

Carefully place strands 
of extruded straw clay 
on rolled black clay to 
mimic grass.  To inlay 
strands, gently roll with 
clay roller to embed 
the strands into the 
black background.  
Continue rolling until 
strands are completely 
embedded.
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Use round clay cutter to cut circle, with inlaid grass at the 
bottom of the circle. 
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Use push mold to create five small leaves with olive clay.   Paint each leaf with English Ivy green 
paint.  While paint is still wet, gently rub each leaf with paper towel to remove some of the paint, 
allowing some to remain in the detailed areas.  

Use 527 Adhesive to mount four leaves, overlapping 
slightly, at the top of the pendant. (Note:  if using oven 
bake clay - the adhesive will not be necessary)
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To make round flowers, roll several balls of Persimmon, Terra Cotta, and Light Adobe clay about 1/4”.

Flatten each ball.  Use clay tool or toothpick to make small lines around outer edge as shown.  

Roll small balls of black clay, insert in center of each flower, flattening slightly.  Fresh clay will stick to 
fresh clay without additional adhesive, if your flowers have dried, add a touch of 527 Adhesive.  

Use toothpick to add a tiny dot of Antique Parchment paint to the center of each flower. 

To make long narrow flower buds, make tiny oblongs 
with Persimmon, Terra Cotta, and Light Adobe clay.  
Pinch one end to make a point.  Use clay tool or 
toothpick to make a line in the center of each bud. 

Mount flowers and buds, mixing the colors and 
overlapping in some areas.  
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Extrude persimmon clay.   Mount strands in random lengths to bottom of pendant over the inlaid 
strands.  

Mix small amounts of olive and straw clay to make a lighter green.  Mix small amounts of straw and 
adobe brown to make a lighter brown.  
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Roll tiny balls of each shade of blended clay, 
mount to the extruded persimmon strands.   
Add tiny balls of terra cotta in the center of 
each ball, flattening slightly.

To make bail, fold small leaf in half and mount front tip to top of 
bail on front of pendant with the other leaves.  Mount the end of 
the leaf on the back of the pendant with a touch of 527 Adhesive 
and let dry 24 hours (note:  if using oven bake clay, I would 
suggest Bake & Bond to adhere before baking according to 
manufacturer 
instructions).

To finish pendant, measure 3 strands of black cording to 
desired length.  Add endcaps.  String through bail.   Add 
jump rings and toggle closure. 

Optional:  To add a glossy finish, I applied JudiKins™ 
Diamond Glaze™ to the entire pendant.   If using oven 
bake clay, Diamond Glaze, or resin, or even the new 
Sculpey® Liquid Transparent clay would be a great 
option!

http://www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com
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CATS 
by Panarili

I have never had a cat in my life.  I persuaded my parents for a puppy once when I was ten and 
ever since we had Pekingese dogs.  I grew up and got married, moved to a different country and 
.... my husband brought us a kitten!  I was searching the internet to get more information on how 
to handle that new family member.  My son named him Mysho (that stems from „mysh“ that 
means „a mouse“).   So now we a have a mouse hunter, a toy, a friend at home. The kids 
started to ask me for a polymer clay cat pendant or a brooch.  So here is the result.
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Materials:

premo! Sculpey® Accents 5540,
premo! Sculpey® 5001, 5020
Sculpey® Bake and Bond
Super glue
Fishing line about 50 cm
Brooch pin

Tools:

Ceramic tile
Drop cutter of the small and a bigger size
Blade
Pasta machine

1. Condition the black clay well and 
make a thin sheet about 3-4 mm 
thick.

2. Place some plastic wrap over it 
and cut a big drop (I used a cutter 
from a Sculpey drop cutter set).  

3. Using a smaller drop cutter cut 
off the sharper part of the blank 
(also through the plastic wrap) –
the ears are ready.
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4. Cut off small triangles on the sides using the blade.  Now remove the 
plastic wrap and all the cut off parts.  

5. Make 2 pairs of small balls (3 and 5 mm) from light pink clay.  

6. Put them in a line and place a blade (or a plastic card) over, press on it 
to flatten the balls.

7. Make 4-5 fishing line circles around your fingers and make a knot in the middle – moustache 
whiskers are ready.

8. Place the moustache whiskers on the blank.
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9. Then place the smaller pale-pink flattened balls over the moustache whiskers.

10. Put a small pink ball in the middle – it is the nose.  Place small white flattened balls – eyes.
Then add tiny black dots – pupils.  

11. Place the bigger pair of flattened pale pink balls at the botton.  Our kitten has got paws!
Draw the claws with the help of a needle or a toothpick.

12. Make a small snake from black clay and attach it to the 
side – the tail is ready.

13. Add some freckles with a needle.

14. You may add 
some pits to the ears 
with a special tool.

You may also add fur 
 -  just draw it with a 
needle on the raw 
clay.

Now it is time to bake.  I 
baked it on my ceramic 
tile at 130C for about 
25-30 minutes (follow the 
instructions on the clay 
package)
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15. Once the kitten cooled down, we continue working with its 
back side. My kitten has got a nice back, so I will attach the 
pin right away.  Put a drop of super glue in the upper part and
attach the brooch pin.  

16. Cut out a heart or a circle or any other shape you wish 
from a thin pink sheet of clay.  

17. Put some liquid clay over the pin and around and place a 
pink heart.  Baking time again. 130C
for 25 minutes.

18. Cut the moustache whiskers as you wish and add 
any embellishments as you wish – fish bones, hearts, 
buttons...

Once you pierce one ear, it could be a pendant.  If you 
glue a magnet, it could be a fridge decoration.

Use your imagination and get inspired by you furry 
friends!

www.facebook.com/natalja.ivankova

www.vk.com/in.handmade

www.etsy.com/shop/panarili
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